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 PLS acknowledges the Traditional Owners of country throughout
Australia and recognises their continuing connection to land, waters and

culture. We pay our respects to Elders past and present, and
acknowledge that sovereignty was never ceded in Australia,

 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people continue to be chronically
over-represented in the prison population. 

This is a national crisis and an indictment on our criminal justice system.
We acknowledge the relationship between incarceration and inter-

generational trauma, loss of culture, poverty, and discrimination. 
 



INTRODUCTION

human rights violations; 

the use of solitary confinement; 

satisfying parole eligibility requirements to achieve safe release; and 

obtaining access to rehabilitation. 

For over three decades, Prisoners’ Legal Service (PLS) has operated as a

specialist community legal centre exclusively dedicated to providing legal

advice and representation to people in prison on issues that arise as a

consequence of their imprisonment.  

PLS is accredited by Community Community Legal Centres Australia, the

national peak body for the community legal sector. We receive our operational

funding from the State and Federal Government. 

Over the years, we have navigated many changes to the criminal justice system,

however our purpose has always remained the same: to help people who are
vulnerable in prison.

We work towards achieving this purpose by informing, assisting, and

advocating for people in prison on the following issues: 

This report provides a snapshot of what we have achieved in the past year. 
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The 2020-21 year has continued to deliver

new opportunities and challenges for PLS.

Continued and fluctuating restrictions placed

on people in prison in light of the pandemic

brought with it significant disruption to PLS’

operations, unprecedented demand for our

services, and unique human rights concerns. 

The number of people held in Queensland

correctional centres grew significantly this

year, reaching an all time high of 9,998 by

June 2021. A staggering increase of 81%

over the last 10 years. 

The effect of changing public health

restrictions on PLS operations was difficult

but manageable. However, the significant

increase in demand for PLS services has

been particularly challenging. PLS is always

quick to adapt its service delivery to meet

emerging need in the most effective manner.

However, there is no doubt that PLS, at its

current size, cannot help all people in

Queensland prisons who experiencing

disadvantage and are struggling to access

the legal representation and support they

need. 

This year was also marked by major

highlights, such as a successful outcome in

the High Court of Australia, a new fundraising

event held in partnership with Allens

Linklaters, and the welcoming of a fulltime

secondee solicitor supported by Moray &

Agnew. 

As a small organisation, we rely heavily on

volunteer and pro bono support to assist us

with an array of tasks varying from providing

administrative support to running complex

litigation. I would like to extend my heartfelt

gratitude to our pro bono partners and

volunteers who, despite the challenges, 

restrictions, and uncertainty of the pandemic,

continued to deliver above and beyond what

we could ask of them. 

I would like to thank the agencies with whom

we work closely including LawRight, Legal

Aid Queensland, Sisters Inside, and ATSILS.

Thank you also to Parole Board Queensland

for their commitment to maintaining a strong

working relationship with PLS.  

Moreover, on behalf of the Management

Committee, I would like to thank our staff for

their continuing and tireless commitment to

PLS' clients. Your hard work on  complex and

sensitive legal matters, with limited

resources, does not go unrecognised. 

This will be my last report as Chairperson as I

have decided to step down from the position.

I have been very fortunate to have had great

support from members and staff, both past

and present. PLS has a fantastic team and I

want to pay particular thanks to the Director

for her dedication to the organisation. I

believe the service is in very good hands and

I look forward to continuing my support by

remaining a member of the PLS Management

Committee.

Matt Woods
Chairperson

CHAIRPERSON'S
REPORT
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ANNUAL SNAPSHOT

How did people connect with us?

Top 10 Problem Types

What did they ask us about?

First Nations People

Who did we represent?
Gender People with Disabilities

70%

Male

30%

Female
44%

Non-

Indigenous
56%

Indigenous

75%

Disability

identified

25%

No disability

idenfied



6
Court Matters

Advices

26981261
Clients

1994
Advice Calls

1757
Informations

669
Advice Letters

33
Volunteers

14
CLE Activities

86
Opened Files

992
Legal Tasks

OUR NUMBERS
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Over the past year, we spent 400 hours answering our
advice line. Despite this we missed over 50,000 calls. 

For every call 
we answer, 
we miss 42. 

A growing need...

8,614
Qld Prison Population 

as at June 2020

9,998
Qld Prison Population 

as at June 2021

16%
Growth Over the 

Last Year



DIRECTOR'S
REPORT

PLS staff and members can be proud of the

work we have undertaken this year as we

continue to deliver quality legal advice and

representation to people who are vulnerable

in prison. Despite having worked at PLS for

more than 8 years, it remains incredibly

rewarding to see how our legal work can

result in very tangible improvements to the

lives of our clients and their families, many of

whom have experienced significant injustice.  

However when reflecting on the last 12

months at PLS, it is difficult not to feel

despondent about the state of the criminal

justice system in Queensland. Every year,

more people are imprisoned, in an often

unsafe environment that offers little

opportunity for change. We continue to see

the implementation of laws and policies that

result in disproportionate numbers of First

Nations people and people with disability

being sent to prison. Structural barriers which

prevent people from  obtaining release on

parole, continue to result in people staying in

prison simply because they cannot access

legal representation or appropriate support

in the community.  

The biggest challenge facing PLS and our

clients this year has undoubtedly been the

unprecedented delays in parole decision

making. These delays have resulted in many

people who do not pose a risk to the

community spending months longer in

prison than expected because they were

waiting for their release application to be

considered. The human cost of these delays

is incalculable and we have heard stories of

people losing their houses, jobs and

relationships as well as missing key life

events such as childbirth and funerals. There

is of course also a significant financial cost of

keeping people in prison who would be

released if their cases were considered faster.  

75% experience disability 

56% identified as First Nations people 

30% were women 

While these systemic challenges impact our

work, as a small community legal centre PLS

has remained focused on those things we

can control. We continue to innovate and

adapt our services to ensure we are using our

limited resources to reach those who need us

the most. 

Our work  
PLS delivered over 5800 legal and support

services during this financial year. This

included providing 2699 legal advices and

undertaking 992 legal tasks. Ongoing and in-

depth representation was provided to 120

people in relation to prison issues, parole

decisions, immigration matters and financial

counselling.  

Our representation has ranged from

expanding NDIS packages to ensure

appropriate supports are in place for people

upon release from prison, to running test

case litigation in the Supreme and High Court

of Australia about parole and immigration

matters. Further information about our High

Court case can be found on page 9. 

Who are our clients? 

Our eligibility criteria for providing

representation involves an assessment of

merits, client means/vulnerabilities and staff

availability. Of the people who received PLS

representation in 2020/21: 

Further information about our legal

representation is detailed in our Legal

Casework Report on page 11. 
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Financial counselling 

Over a decade ago, PLS’ received funding 

 for a financial counselling program from the

Department of Social Services (DSS) in

recognition of the need to build financial

literacy in prisons. Following the loss of

funding from DSS in 2019, the Financial

Counselling Foundation provided PLS with

12 months of continuity funding while

alternative funds were sourced.

Unfortunately, long term funding could not

be obtained and the program came to an end

in October 2020. We are most grateful to the

Financial Counselling Foundation for their

support which allowed us to deliver this

program for a longer period than would

otherwise have occurred.  

Most people leave prison in a much worse

financial position than when they entered.

Providing financial counselling in prison

helps people to stabilise their debts and

develop financial literacy, which can promote

successful reintegration and reduce the

likelihood of reoffending. PLS is sorry to see

this important program end and we thank our

former financial counsellors, Tukie

Balanzategui and Natasha Ramsay for their

dedication to this program.  

Increasing accessibility 
Advice line review  

Our prison advice line remains one of the

most important ways for PLS to remain

connected with people in prison. By running

a free telephone advice line, we offer

equitable access to our services to people

incarcerated in all prisons across the state, 

In 2019/20, we identified that our advice line

was disproportionately accessed by people

in South East Queensland prisons. As such, it

became a priority for PLS to find ways to

increase our accessibility to people

imprisoned in North Queensland. Following

consultation with stakeholders, changes

were made to operation of the PLS advice

line in January 2020 aimed at increasing

access to people imprisoned in North

42% of people who received our legal

representation this financial year made

first contact through the prison advice

line. This number has more than doubled

since the operational changes were made

to our advice line, meaning more people

are contacting us who are experiencing

disadvantage and need help with a

significant legal problem. 

70% increase in telephone advices

provided to First Nations people in prison. 

Increased numbers of calls were

answered from all North Queensland

prisons with increases of over 100% in

Townsville Men’s and Women’s

Correctional Centres, 50% in Lotus Glen

Correctional Centre and 43% in

Capricornia Correctional Centre. 

Queensland. This financial year, we

conducted a review into the impact of our

advice line changes. I am very pleased to

report that the changes have resulted in a

better balance of representation across the

state with the following notable outcomes: 

Logo redesign  

While conducting education sessions in

prisons during 2020, PLS staff received

feedback that many people in prison

associated the colours in our logo with police

and corrections. This meant that some

people in prison were not reaching out for

assistance from PLS. With funding obtained

through the Gambling Community Benefit

Fund, PLS engaged graphic design services

from artists at Birrunga Gallery and Dining to

redesign our logo. 

The goal was to keep our concept for those

people who knew us, but increase

accessibility and change the colour scheme.

We are thrilled with the result. Thank you to

everyone at Birrunga for your fantastic work! 
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Helen Blaber
Director / Principal Solicitor

by volunteer lawyers before providing

responses by return post. We are grateful to

our volunteers for enabling PLS to continue

providing legal information to people in

prison by mail, and to our wonderful

volunteer law graduate Rachel Tomassen

who coordinates the clinic.

Community call back 

Many people who are experiencing particular

disadvantage in prison may not be able to

reach out for help and often rely heavily on

their support networks to obtain access to

services. For this reason, we run a call back

service for people who contact PLS seeking

assistance on behalf of friends and family

members who are in prison. 

Our small but dedicated team of volunteer

lawyers provide their time on Monday

evenings to explain legal processes and

obtain information from community members

about their loved ones in prison. This helps

PLS legal staff to assess whether to reach out

to people in prison who may need our help

but cannot contact us. 

This year, 12% of legal representation files

opened by PLS lawyers were referred to us

by friends and family through the community

call back service. Thanks so much to Mahsa,

Adam, Sam and Catherine for your

contribution to this important service – we

couldn’t do it without you!  

Pro Bono and Volunteering
PLS services are significantly enhanced by

the volunteer and pro bono support we

receive from law students, members of the

private legal profession and barristers.  

Secondment  

Since October 2020, PLS has been incredibly

fortunate to receive pro-bono support from

Moray and Agnew through the provision of a

full time secondee solicitor, Natalie McIntosh.

Nat has experience in family, immigration and

criminal matters. Prior to joining PLS, she had

worked for community legal centres and

people experiencing disadvantage. She has

been an outstanding addition to the PLS

legal team and works primarily on prison law

and immigration matters. We are so grateful

to Moray and Agnew for their generosity and

support.  

 

Mail clinic 

A range of restrictions associated with

imprisonment prevent people from accessing

the help they need. Barriers such as lack of

internet access and an inability to attend

community-based services, means than 

 people in prison often rely on the postal

system to seek assistance. PLS receives large

quantities of mail from people in prison

seeking legal advice on a range of different

issues.  

 

The increasing prison population meant that

PLS staff could not continue to meet the

demand for assistance received by mail.  We

also identified that less than 10% of people

who contacted us by mail met our eligibility

criteria for ongoing legal representation.

However we know that many people who

write to us have nowhere else to turn for help

or information. In recognition of the need to

continue responding to mail with

increasingly stretched resources, in 2020 we

established a volunteer mail clinic. The clinic

involves volunteer law students sourcing

relevant online legal information in response

to mail enquiries received, which is reviewed 
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Abdul* is an ethnic-Hazara refugee from Afghanistan who was granted a protection visa by Australia

in 2009. He did not receive any schooling as a child and was raised in a poor farming community in

rural Afghanistan. He cannot read or write in English and struggles to understand English. He also

suffers from schizophrenia occurring against a background of traumatic events in his childhood,

including attacks at the hands of Taliban soldiers.

In 2017, Abdul's visa was automatically cancelled because of his sentence of imprisonment. The 

 notice of his visa cancellation was sent by email to the prison, where it was printed off and handed to

Abdul the next day. The notice explained that Abdul must respond within 28 days of receipt if he

wished to have his automatic visa cancellation reconsidered. The notice stated that Abdul was "taken

to have received it at the end of the day it was transmitted". 

Abdul did not understand the notice or respond to it. He subsequently advised PLS through an

interpreter, that he had not received a visa cancellation. PLS only became aware of the cancellation

after a Freedom of Information request was fulfilled months later. PLS then wrote to the Department of

Immigration and Border Protection (the Department) requesting that Abdul's notice be reissued owing

to his significantly impaired capacity to understand the process. The Department refused, contending

that the notice issued was "legally effective". 

PLS commenced proceedings in the Federal Circuit Court (FCC), arguing that the Minister had failed

to comply with the Migration Regulations 1994 (Cth), first by failing to consider Abdul's capacity to

understand the notice (thereby issuing a hollow invitation for him to respond) and second, by

requesting a person who was not a delegate of the Minister deliver the notice. The FCC dismissed the

application however PLS won on appeal to the Full Federal Court. The Minister then appealed to the

High Court. The High Court ruled in favour of the Minister on the capacity and delegation grounds.

However the appeal turned on a Notice of Contention filed by PLS relating to content in the notice

which created uncertainty about the timeframe within which Abdul could respond to his visa

cancellation. 

SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME IN
THE HIGH COURT

The notice was handed to Abdul the day after

it was emailed to the prison, however it stated

that he was taken to have received it on the

day it was transmitted. This meant the notice

failed to state the period in which a response

could be made, as required by the Migration

Regulations 1994 (Qld). On that basis, the

High Court dismissed the Minister's appeal.

The result was that a new notice was issued

to Abdul which provides him with an

opportunity to try and reverse the visa

cancellation and put forward his case about

why he should be allowed to remain in

Australia. This means Abdul has a chance to

get his visa back and reduces the likelihood

of him facing indefinite immigration detention

upon his release from prison. 

Our mobile office outside the High Court 
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Human Rights and Judicial Review

Human Rights and Parole

Visa Cancellations and Sentencing

What is Solitary Confinement and How Can it Impact Sentencing?

Impaired Decision Making in the Criminal Justice System

Issues Impacting Indigenous Queenslanders When Coming into Contact with the Criminal Justice

System

Since 1985, PLS has been developing specialist knowledge surrounding key legal issues facing

vulnerable people in prison. However, as a small organisation, we cannot directly help every

vulnerable person in prison. As such, we also often provide information to legal practitioners to

produce change which results in more informed and effective legal representation and legal outcomes

for vulnerable people in prison. In late 2020, we decided that we would run a CPD fundraising event,

providing meaningful information to legal practitioners whilst also raising much needed funds.

On 11 June 2021, Allens Linklaters generously hosted this event for PLS. We are very pleased at how

well the event was received, and we were able to raise over $25,000. We thank everyone who

attended virtually and in-person for their support. 

The event was titled Human Rights and the Criminal Justice System, and featured six presentations on

various topics at the intersection between prison and law, including,

Thank you to the Honourable Justice Peter Davis for delivering opening remarks, and to our

presenters, His Honour Judge Nathan Jarro, Paula Morreau, Sam Lane, Emily Lewsey, Victoria Lenton,

Catherine Moynihan, and our Director/Principal Solicitor, Helen Blaber. Thank you also to Daniel Song

for volunteering to help out on the day. 

Finally, we would like to extend our sincere gratitude to Meg Hogan, Kerryn King, and the team at

Allens Linklaters for their vital assistance and support with both organising and running this event. 

A NEW FUNDRAISING
EVENT

His Honour Judge Nathan Jarro
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CASEWORK
REPORT

Advocating for First Nations people and

people with disability to be safely

released into the community on parole

orders, most commonly by advocating for

the Parole Board to change a decision or

preliminary decision to refuse parole,

encouraging the Parole Board to expedite

decisions, seeking judicial review of

parole decisions, requesting that the

Parole Board lift suspensions of parole

orders and applying for court orders to

compel parole decisions where they had

not been handed down within statutory

timeframes; 

Assisting people are vulnerable in prison

to progress human rights complaints in

relation to challenging issues with their

prison conditions, such as prolonged

solitary confinement, excessive or

unlawful use of force, difficulties

accessing healthcare, inadequate

disability awareness and lack of cultural

understanding; and 

Over the last financial year PLS continued to

provide legal casework for individual clients

from all across Queensland. One third of our

clients were in northern Queensland prisons,

and two thirds were in central and southern

Queensland prisons. Legal casework refers to

when PLS provides legal representation for

individual clients in prison to achieve a

specific outcome. This is distinct from when

we offer discrete support such as

information, advice or a one-off task. The

case studies in this section provide a

snapshot of the critical legal casework that

we have undertaken. We have helped clients

with an extremely diverse range of issues that

seriously affected their health, safety, liberty

and autonomy.  

Major themes of the legal casework we

provided were:  

Supporting refugees who have

experienced substantial trauma and have

accessibility needs to navigate Australia's

visa cancellation framework and attempt

to avoid deportation and indefinite

detention in immigration detention.   

Our assistance is subject to resources and

the rapidly expanding prison population 

 unfortunately means that we have had to

turn away many people with complex needs

who have significant and meritorious legal

issues. We also have observed gaps in

services which means that PLS is providing

people with non-legal support, which is

necessary to achieve meaningful legal

outcomes, usually around having disability

needs recognised. More funding would assist

us to support more people who need our

help to safely get out of prison or to improve

their treatment in custody. In the meantime,

we take on as many cases as we possibly can.

We also continue to build on collaborative

relationships we have developed with non-

legal service providers, particularly health,

rehabilitation and disability services. Last

year 30% of our legal casework was opened

following referrals from other organisations.

In our last annual report, we were excited to

welcome the commencement of the Human

Rights Act 2019 (Qld). The Act has been 

For each PLS solicitor
there are 2,500
people in prison.
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relevant to many people in prison, particularly

those experiencing issues with prison

conditions and prison decisions. PLS raised

human rights arguments in 55% of our legal

casework on prison issues. We represented

two clients at human rights conciliations (one

of them urgent), assisted another to get the

Queensland Human Rights Commission

(QHRC) involved in an urgent attempt at

resolution of a complaint that had not been

scheduled for conciliation and raised human

rights arguments in judicial review

proceedings regarding solitary confinement.

Some of our clients have chronic issues that

while important, are not always urgent or

time-bound. In the coming year we therefore

expect to have further insights from work for

clients who are currently going through pre-

complaint processes or who are waiting for 

 their human rights complaint to be triaged.  

 

All up, it has been a busy year for casework

staff, who have had to navigate increasing

demand for legal assistance along with

impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic in prison

setting. Thank you to Angelene Counter,

Katrina Davidson, Natalie McIntosh, Rachana

Rajan and Helen Blaber who have provided

much-needed legal representation for people

in prison.  

finding out why they have been arrested

sourcing community supports such as

rehabilitation programs to address the Board's

concerns, 

preparing submissions to the Board to

advocate for their release, and

filing judicial review applications relating to

parole suspensions or cancellations.

145 informations

417 legal advices

140 legal tasks

24 casework files

What is a parole suspension?
When a person breaches a condition of their

parole order, is charged with an offence or is

considered a unacceptable risk to the community,

the Parole Board Queensland can suspend their

parole order. A parole suspension results in a

person being arrested. Once in prison, they are 

 given a notice that should explain the reasons for

the parole suspension and provide an invitation to

respond. Where a person makes submissions in

response to a parole suspension, the Board are

required to reconsider their decision. When the

Board have all of the information they need, a final

decision should be made whether to reinstate or

cancel a person's parole order. 

PLS is concerned about the increasing number of

parole suspension decisions made every year.

Unfortunately, many issues can arise in relation

parole suspensions. Sometimes people are not

given a timely notice, sometimes the notice has

insufficient detail, and sometimes people with

limited literacy cannot read or understand the

notice. Given the communication barriers faced

by people in prison, many of those faced with

suspensions are unable to prepare meaningful

submissions to the Board. On top of this, unlike a

parole application, there is no timeframe in which

the Board must reach a decision on a parole

suspension.

How do we help?
In addition to providing information and

advice, PLS helps people in prison who meet our

criteria for assistance, with parole suspensions in

many ways including:

Over the last year we delivered the following

services on parole suspensions and cancellations:

Staff training: At least it's easy to socially distance

with a small team...
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CASE STUDIES

Jess - Parole suspension

Jess (not her real name) is a First Nations woman from North Queensland. She has several

children and a chronic health condition. Jess was on court-ordered parole for an offence

involving violence that was a domestic violence offence. While on parole, Jess failed to attend a

support service for intervention to address her substance abuse, provided a positive breath test

for alcohol and presented as intoxicated to authorities. 

The Parole Board suspended her parole order because Jess had failed to comply with the

condition of her parole order to abstain from alcohol use. The Parole Board considered she

posed an unacceptable risk of committing an offence because alcohol use is linked to her

offending behaviour. Jess was returned to prison due to her parole suspension. 

Jess received a notice containing the reasons for the Parole Board’s decision which invited her

to make submissions in response and submit information about her proposed address in the

community. Jess promptly made submissions and lodged an address for consideration.

Six months after her arrest, an in prison support agency referred Jess to PLS for help with her

parole because she had not received a response to her submissions from the Parole Board. PLS

made submissions to the Parole Board on behalf of Jess providing context around her failing to

engage with authorities and drinking alcohol. Jess was in fact a victim of severe domestic

violence had not contacted authorities to ask for help because of lack of trust in authority

figures. PLS also provided the Parole Board with details of community based supports that had

been arranged for Jess, which reduced the likelihood of her being at risk of domestic violence,

drinking alcohol or breaching her parole conditions. 

The Parole Board lifted Jess’ parole suspension and she was released back onto parole with

additional conditions. 

Matthew - Exceptional Circumstances Parole / Preliminary Refusal

Matthew (not his real name) is a young First Nations man from North Queensland with Country

connections in Central Queensland. Matthew was diagnosed with an aggressive cancer while he

was serving a prison sentence. His doctor advised that Matthew should have urgent surgery to

prevent the cancer from spreading. While from a Western perspective surgery can be

undertaken while in prison, Matthew was unable to consent to the surgery while he remained in

prison due to a range of complex cultural factors. These factors included Men’s business,

Matthew’s spirituality as an Aboriginal man and a complex family history of trauma relating to

colonisation and incarceration. 

Parole
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Matthew was due to be released from prison shortly. However, if he remained in prison until his

release date without receiving surgery, his prognosis would have significantly worsened.

Matthew lodged an application for exceptional circumstances parole. 

The Parole Board considered his application and made a preliminary decision to refuse his

application. The Parole Board wrote to Matthew advising that he did not meet the threshold for

exceptional circumstances and encouraged him to receive the surgery in prison. Matthew was

invited to respond to the preliminary parole refusal. 

Matthew contacted PLS on our prison advice line asking for help. PLS acted on behalf of

Matthew by preparing submissions to the Parole Board on his behalf in response to the

preliminary parole refusal. PLS worked closely with key partners and First Nations people to help

identify the cultural factors impacting Matthew’s inability to consent to the surgery. PLS

advocated for Matthew to be released on exceptional circumstances parole as soon as possible

to allow him to consent to undertake the life-saving surgery. PLS also identified the relevance of

Matthew’s cultural rights protected under the Human Rights Act 2019 (Qld) to the Parole Board’s

decision. 

PLS’ submissions were successful in securing Matthew’s release as the Parole Board reversed

their preliminary decision to refuse his application. As a result, Matthew was immediately

released and able to undergo the life-saving surgery he required. 

Melissa - Parole Delays

Melissa (not her real name) is a young, single mother of two young daughters. 

Melissa came to the attention of PLS when her mother reached out for assistance. Melissa’s baby

was living with her in prison, and her other daughter was living with Melissa’s mother in the

community. Melissa’s mother had taken leave from work to care for the child and would shortly

have to return to work due to the financial impact of her extended leave.  

Melissa had applied for parole. Owing to systemic delays with the parole system she did not

receive a decision from the Parole Board within the statutory timeframe, and she was still in

prison several months after becoming eligible for parole. 

PLS made submissions to the Parole Board, advocating for expedited consideration of Melissa’s

application owing to the expiration of the statutory timeframe and her continued separation from

her daughter in the community. PLS contended the delayed parole decision infringed Melissa

and her children’s family rights protected under the Human Rights Act 2019 (Qld). 

The Parole Board initially refused to expedite consideration of Melissa’s application and

deferred their decision citing an outstanding charge that was scheduled to be heard in the

future. The charge did not preclude Melissa from obtaining parole and was being contested.

PLS prepared to file a judicial review application to compel the Board to make a decision, and

sourced a pro bono criminal lawyer to help Melissa try and expedite resolution of the

outstanding charge. 
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Daniel - Preliminary Parole Refusal

Daniel (not his real name) is a First Nations man from the Townsville region. He has

characteristics suggestive of an undiagnosed cognitive impairment and a history of childhood

trauma and abuse. He is unable to read or write and is the father of young children. 

Daniel was given an immediate parole eligibility date at sentencing. Several months after he

applied for parole, the Parole Board deferred consideration of his matter and requested a

rehabilitation needs assessment. Several more months later, Daniel received a preliminary parole

refusal that contained more than 50 pages of documents which he was invited to respond to

within 14 days. 

The only concern of the Parole Board about releasing Daniel was that he had not completed a

substance intervention course in custody. When he received the preliminary refusal letter,

Daniel was still waitlisted for the substance intervention course. Daniel contacted PLS on the

prison advice line asking for help with understanding and responding to the preliminary refusal

decision. 

PLS made enquiries with Corrective Services which revealed that the relevant course was full

and Daniel would not be able to start it for a period of five months. 

PLS arranged for Daniel to receive culturally competent and trauma informed one on one

intervention for substance abuse through an Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander health service

in the community. PLS then made submissions to the Parole Board on Daniel’s behalf in

response to the preliminary refusal decision advocating for his release. PLS informed the Parole

Board of the one on one intervention arranged and identified that he could complete the same

substance intervention program in the community through the relevant probation and parole

office. PLS also drew attention to the impact of ongoing incarceration on Daniel’s human rights

including his cultural rights and he and his children’s right to family life. 

After receiving PLS submissions, the Parole Board requested that Daniel appear by video link so

they could obtain more information. PLS attended the video link with Daniel and the Parole

Board decided to grant him parole. 

PLS advised the Parole Board of the intention to file judicial review proceedings. 

Before the court application was filed and before her criminal charge was resolved, the Board

advised they had reconsidered the matter and decided to grant Melissa’s parole application.

Melissa now cares for both of her daughters in the community.
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Prison and Immigration
Scott - Solitary Confinement

Scott (not his real name) is a young man with diagnoses of psych-social disabilities. He struggles

to cope with the prison environment and his disability related behaviours are often considered 

 as posing a risk to the security and good order of the prison. Scott wrote to PLS asking for help

after being unable to get through on our advice line. By the time he contacted us, he had been

kept on safety orders in solitary confinement for over a year. During most of this time, he had

been kept in an unpowered cell where his phone calls  were limited to one per day. He  was

allowed to use a small, cell-sized exercise yard for up to two hours a day, however, the yard had

no exercise equipment and he did not have access to daylight. PLS made submissions to the

relevant decision maker, citing significant human rights concerns about Scott's conditions and

requesting his transfer to a unit with better conditions.  

Following PLS' submissions, Scott was transferred to a different prison where he was be held in

less restrictive conditions. However, shortly after he was again placed in solitary confinement

under even more restrictive conditions than previously. PLS again made submissions to the

relevant decision, citing the same human rights concerns about Scott's conditions and

requesting he be transferred to a unit with better conditions.  Following this, Scott was

reintegrated into the general prison population.  

Asim - Visa Cancellation

Asim (not his real name) is a refugee from a war-torn country in East Africa who had been

exposed to significant trauma in his country of origin, including being forced to work as a child

soldier. Asim’s visa was automatically cancelled on character grounds because of his sentence

of imprisonment. Asim responded to his Notice of Visa Cancellation (the Notice) by posting a

revocation request seeking the cancellation be overturned. Posting the revocation request was

Asim’s only means by which to respond to the Notice because prisons do not have internet

access. He received a letter from the Department of Home Affairs (the Department) advising that

his revocation request was invalid because it had not been received within the mandated 28 day

time frame. This meant that Asim had lost his right to challenge the visa cancellation and he

would now be facing indefinite immigration detention upon release from prison. 

Asim was referred to PLS for assistance by correctional staff. PLS obtained evidence that Asim’s

revocation request had been completed and posted within the 28-day timeframe but was

received by the Department several days outside of the timeframe to respond due to postal

delays caused by COVID-19. PLS advocated on behalf of Asim by making submissions to the

Department drawing their attention to recent case law that confirmed revocation requests are

made when they are dispatched not when they are received. The effect of this case law was that

Asim’s revocation request was valid. The Department overturned their decision and Asim’s

revocation request was accepted as valid.  

PLS is now engaging in ongoing discussions with the Department and updating PLS’ resources

to ensure that people in prison who receive a future Notice of Visa Cancellation do not

experience the same issue. 
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Because PLS does not have capacity to meet

the demand for individual representation, we

have continued our work to provide legal

education and resources to people in prison.

The provision of legal information enables

people to understand their legal rights,

advocate for themselves and helps them to

identify when and how to ask for help. Our

legal resources are also vital in educating

those who support and work with people in

prison, such as family members, support

workers, health practitioners and prison staff.  

This means service providers are aware of

PLS and can refer people in prison to PLS

who need our legal help. 

Our legal education resources are available

on our website and are distributed regularly

to prisons and other support agencies and

community groups. Unfortunately, due to

COVID-19 we have not been able to deliver in

person advice and legal education sessions

to people in prison and have instead focused

on producing new legal resources, including

factsheets and toolkits. 

Judicial Review Toolkit – Parole Delays 

PLS endeavours to be responsive to the

needs and concerns of people in prison. 

 Towards the end of 2020, an increasing

number of people in prison and their families

were reaching out to PLS as they were

experiencing delays in Parole Board decision

making. Under the legislation, the Parole

Board have a maximum timeframe of 150

days in which to make a decision on a parole

application. A large number of prisoners were

waiting for decisions longer than this period.

This was having a significant impact on

people in prison and their families.   

As we are a very small service, we continually

adapted our approach to deal with the

increasing number of people contacting us

about this issue. 

639 legal advices

512 informations

178 legal tasks

101 referrals

PLS partnered with LawRight (another

community legal centre) in January 2021 to

assist people in prison to commence judicial

review applications against the Parole Board

for failing to make a decision within the

legislative timeframe. PLS provided advice to

people in prison and referred some people in

prison to LawRight who helped them to

completed the necessary court forms. While

this tailored advice and assistance initially

was successful, it became increasingly

unmanageable for both PLS and LawRight,

given the numbers of people facing this

issue. Between 01 January and 30 June

2021, we have delivered the following

services for parole delays: 

In April 2021, PLS and LawRight collaborated

to compile a toolkit which we distributed to

people experiencing this problem. The

Toolkit enables people in prison to navigate

the process of commencing a judicial review

application against the Parole Board for their

failure to make a decision within the

legislative timeframe. This resource is

targeted at those people in prison with

sufficient literacy to be able to commence

this process themselves and includes

template court forms.

As these legal resources are not suitable for

all people in prison, PLS lawyers continued to

screen all enquiries and we receive where

people in prison identified or presented with

limited literacy or other disabilities which

could impact their ability to commence a

court proceeding, we referred them to

LawRight for assistance to complete the

forms, or in limited cases, PLS provided

representation.   
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Heidi Moc
Mail Clinic Volunteer

I began volunteering at PLS in January 2021. As part of the Mail Clinic, I drafted responses to

letters from incarcerated clients and provided legal factsheets/kits. Far too many people, both

in prison and outside, are unaware of their rights and are unable to navigate our justice system

effectively. The resources PLS provides are vital to the people’s ability comprehend and

exercise the law. As someone who is interested in criminal law as a career, volunteering with

PLS has been an invaluable learning experience and incredibly rewarding. I cannot overstate

how important the work of PLS is for preserving procedural fairness and equal access to justice. 

STUDENT
STORIES

Rebekah Kluske

UQ Clinic Student

The human rights focus makes the work feel like it has real purpose. These clients are

vulnerable and often are fighting against a system that in many ways is designed to fail them. I

have seen this particularly in the systemic issues in relation to treatment of prisoners with

disabilities. The majority of prisoners have suffered things no one should have to go through,

many are affected by mental illness and many have just made stupid mistakes. These people

don’t deserve judgment but help. They deserve to be supported and to have their rights

advocated for. PLS does great work and it has been a privilege to work alongside these

hardworking and caring professionals. 

Sophie Priebbenow

UQ Clinic Student

I have been involved in various tasks at the clinic, ranging from researching case law on

legislative sections to drafting correspondence, but the most challenging and interesting parts

for me thus far have revolved around listening in on client interviews … A vital element of the

work that PLS does is receive calls from prisons around Queensland. Many people within the

prison system (in my experience, from listening to the calls) are placed in a position of

helplessness by bureaucracy and are frequently ill-treated. Not only is it important to grant

access to justice irrespective of what we think of other people, it is crucial. 
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Matt Woods - Chairperson

Woods Prince Lawyers

Matt Woods is a partner in the firm Woods

Prince Lawyers. He has practised in private

practice for many years and been involved

with PLS for over 25 years.

Matilda Alexander - Treasurer

Queensland Advocacy Incorporated

Matilda Alexander is the CEO of Queensland

Advocacy Incorporated, a community legal

centre for people with disabilities. Matilda

has a lengthy history in the community legal

sector including at Prisoners’ Legal Service

and LGBTI Legal Service. She teaches Prison

Law at Griffith University and has previously

worked at the Queensland Human Rights

Commission and Legal Aid Queensland. 

Mark Thomas - Secretary

Mark Thomas is a barrister and associate

lecturer at the QUT Faculty of Law. Mark was

previously a labour economist with the

Commonwealth Government and volunteers

at the Caxton Legal Centre. He has also been

involved in other community legal centres

such as the LGBTI Legal Service.

Queensland University of Technology

OUR MANAGEMENT
COMMITTEE

Scott Mullins

Scott Mullins is the communications and

marketing manager at the Leukaemia

Foundation. Scott has been involved in the

not-for-profit sector for many years, having

received several awards and nominations

recognising his work as a communications

manager and strategist. Scott resigned from

the MC in 2020. We thank Scott for his

contributions to PLS and wish him well for

the future. 

Leukemia Foundation

Lars Falcongreen

Lars Falcongreen joined PLS as a volunteer

in 1997 during his university study for his

Bachelor of Arts and Laws degree. He was

called to the Queensland Bar in 2000 and has

worked mainly in the area of criminal

defence. He is currently Defence Counsel at

Legal Aid Queensland. He joined the

Management Committee in May 2005.

Legal Aid Queensland

Samantha Cooper

Samantha Cooper is a proud Gumbaynggirr

woman from the mid-north coast of NSW. She

is CLCQ's Sector Sustainability Coordinator.

Samantha previously worked as the

Aboriginal Policy Project Officer at Legal Aid

Queensland implementing the First Nations

Strategic Plan for reducing the over-

representation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait

Islander people in the justice systems.

Samantha joined the Management

Committee in 2020.

Community Legal Centres Queensland

Samuel Lane

Samuel Lane is a barrister at Higgins

Chambers. Samuel joined our Management

Committee in 2019. Samuel holds a Master’s

Degree in International Human Rights and

has experience in human rights,

administrative and criminal law matters.

Higgins Chambers

Ben Tuckett

Ben Tuckett is the Managing Lawyer of

LawRight’s Court and Tribunal Services. Ben

has previously worked as a solicitor in

LawRight’s Self Representation Service,

Public Interest Referral Service, and their

Queensland Law Society and Bar Pro Bono

Referral Scheme. Ben joined the

Management Committee in 2019.

LawRight
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OUR TEAM

Angelene Counter
Solicitor (from February 2021) - Full Time

Katrina Davidson
Solicitor - Full Time (4 days)

Rachana Rajan
Solicitor - Full Time (4 days)

Helen Blaber
Director / Principal Solicitor - Full Time

Mandy Kaur
Finance Officer / Administrator - Full Time

Lucy Cornwell
Paralegal / Administrator - Part Time

Mitree Vongphakdi
Paralegal / Research  & Publications Officer- Part Time

SECONDEES

We are especially thankful to Moray & Agnew for their support

in providing us with a fulltime secondee solicitor, Natalie

McIntosh who joined us in October 2020. Natalie brings broad

experience in family, immigration and criminal law and

supports our prison law and visa cancellation work. 

James Mullins 
Paralegal - until November 2020

Dilawer Dadwal
Administrator - until February 2021

THANK YOU
Natasha Ramsay 

Financial Counsellor - until October 2020
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STUDENT CLINICS

Bond University

Sam Sekhon

Mikayla Opie

Mandeep Bhopal

Landan Peleikis

Lindsey Stephenson-

Graf - Supervisor

University of Queensland

Savannah Kuylaars

Rebekah Kluske

Bethanie Patch

Holly Krajewski

Alice Muir

Sophie Priebbenow

Mandy Shircore - Supervisor

BARRISTERS

Stephen Keim SC

Anna Mitchelmore SC

Matt Black

Paula Morreau

Sam Lane

Dan Fuller

Sally Robb

Rachael Taylor

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

VOLUNTEER

STUDENTS

Rachel Tomassen

Heidi Moc

Dan Murphy

Ella Veit-Prince

Georgia Perissinotto

Zoe Bellos

Laura Baulch

Kristy Do

Phylicia Lim

Meave Lu

Bridget Mullins

Stacey Vaz

Daniel Song

Max Dang

Ezekiel Lubbock

Lois Min

Gabrielle Hill

VOLUNTEER

SOLICITORS

Mahsa Taiebi

Samantha Breach

Adam Moschella

Elizabeth Gallagher

Victoria Lenton

Madeline Wood

Catherine Gabriel

ORGANISATIONS

Allens Linklaters

Moray & Agnew

Lenton Migration Law & Consultancy 

Gilshenan & Luton

Sisters Inside

Synapse

Legal Aid Queensland

Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander

Legal Service

Queensland Law Society

Ember Web Solutions

UQ Pro Bono Centre

UQ Justice and the Law Society

Human Rights Law Centre

Wayne Weaver Foundation

Birrunga Gallery & Dining
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